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Key Stage: 3 YEAR: 9 DURATION:  6 LESSONS 

Unit Aims: In this unit pupils will focus on developing, implementing and refining team and individual game plans to outwit opponents. Teams will be 
expected to use core skills and implement them in different competitive situations. Pupils will be expected to understand basic games rules, play a number of 
roles and physically exert themselves throughout. 

Prior learning 
 
It is helpful if the pupils have: 

 Experienced setting up and organising 
basketball practices in groups 

 Applied and adapted the principles of 
attack and defence in small sided games 

 Lead own warm up and cool down safely. 
 Have some understanding of core 

techniques 
 Used and applied basketball rules 

Language for learning 
 
Through the activities in this unit pupils will be 
able to understand, use and recall terminology 
relating to basketball.  
 
e.g. principles of attack and defence, finding and 
using space, drive, fakes, rebounding, lay-ups, 
marking, defending stance and how to play man 
to man defence. 

Resources 
 
 Basketballs                                                                                          
 Bibs                                                                                       
 Cones 
 

Key Concepts and Processes: 

Outwitting an opponent: 
Pupils will continue to develop the ability to outwit 
opponents and teams using strategies and tactics. 
Pupils will learn to combine and perform more 
advanced basketball skills consistently applying a 
high quality of replication. Continual development 
and refinement of skills will contribute to producing 
an improved performance & technique. 

Developing Physical & Mental Capacity 
Physical warm ups aid as a useful fitness tool in 
developing and testing pupil’s physical capacity.  
Develop ability to perform sustained physical 
movements as part of small sided game activities. 
Pupil will become more competent in applying and 
maintaining basketball rules and roles in a game 
situation.  

Development & Replication of Skills 
Pupils will further develop the fundamental 
principles of play when selecting and applying 
core skills. Passing, receiving, outwitting 
defenders, dribbling, defending stance and 
shooting will be developed through small sided 
games and conditional situations. Demonstrating 
high quality performances and accurate replication 
will be assessed.     

Problem Solving, Challenges & Making 
Decisions 

Pupils will be encouraged to use more advanced 
strategies to beat and outwit opponents. Pupils 
should be able to recognise the importance of 
responding to changing situations and increase 
the speed of decisions made. Further 
opportunities to referee/coach pupils or small 
groups will develop communication and decision 
making skills. 

Making Informed Choices About Healthy, 
Active Lifestyle 

Pupils will learn to prepare for and recover from 
exercise safely. Develop a deeper understanding 
of stretches for all major muscle groups and those 
specific to basketball. Highlight the long term 
health benefits gained from taking part in 
basketball based activities. Suggest any clubs 
within the school timetable and in the community. 

Evaluating and Improving 
 
Be able to understand the concept of attack and 
make effective evaluations of strengths and 
weaknesses of a team’s performance. Appropriate 
questioning on teaching points will develop peer 
and self-assessment skills. Deeper questioning 
will allow for the stretch and challenge of gifted 
and talented pupils. 

Scan these QR codes for information 

                                                                                                
       Ball Tag                               Lay Up                           3 man-weave                          Lay up Lines                         Reverse Lay up                        

Scheme of Work: Basketball 
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Progress & Assessment by Outcomes – Expected Learning Outcomes of the unit 

1. Develop possession and attack as a team 
 
All pupils will: Take part in competitive games, replicating a number of core 
skills with some consistency and effectiveness. Speed of movement in the 
team is developing.  
 
Most pupils will: Consistently use a range of core techniques in competitive 
game situations, showing more precision when time and space is given. Will 
support others in the team to build an attack on opponent’s basket.  
 
Some pupils will: Demonstrate a wide range of more advanced core skills, 
applying them efficiently and effectively in games. This application is done 
with speed and precision. Forms game plans in a range of situations, making 
a significant contribution to team’s effectiveness.  Identifies space for 
themselves and others and uses this to advance the team. 
 

2.Replication of advanced skills (Passing variations, Shooting techniques, 
use of dribble in tight spaces.) 
 
All pupils will: Use simple techniques in situations with limited pressure and 
will attempt passing and shot variations.  
 
Most pupils will: Pass using more advanced variations in distance, height 
and angles. Accurately replicates core fundamental skills consistently even 
under pressure and is beginning to become influential in a game.  
 
Some pupils will: Identify the type of core skills needed and perform these 
fluently and quickly even under pressure. More advanced variations of these 
skills are attempted and makes a significant impact on the games played. 
Rarely makes mistakes when performing skills. 
 

3.Understanding of set plays, ways to create scoring opportunities and 
implementation of rules 
 
All pupils will: Show knowledge of a set play and recognise why these are 
used. Play a limited role in the execution of such movements. Recognise 
basic rules during conditioned games 
 
Most pupils will: Understand how a set play can be set up and will play a role 
in the movement of the ball to a shooting opportunity. Understand the rules 
surrounding the game and highlights rule errors of others. 
 
Some pupils will: Help to create suitable set plays from different areas. Make 
speedy decisions when facing an opposition and can use a range of core 
skills effectively to present goal scoring opportunities. Understands rules fully 
and make others aware of the too.  
 

4.Developing Reflective learners/Creative thinkers/Self managers 
 
All pupils will: Recognise a need for strategies and creative thinking and can 
add to a group discussion.  
 
Most pupils will: Show creativity in planning ways to outwit opponents and 
execute the skills needed to complete this. Can critically evaluate a plan to 
attack and adapted this idea to suit the needs of individuals.  
 
Some pupils will: Show a deeper understanding of tactics and reflect on the 
effectiveness of these after execution. Identify the aspects of a good team 
performance, recognise weaknesses and suggest how this could be 
improved. 

Other Links: Physical Literacy Skills (Agility, Balance, Coordination, 
Motivation, Movement competence and confidence), Numeracy Skills 
(Counting and Scoring), Citizenship (sportsmanship), Computing (Video 
Recording and Analysing, use of ICT) 

 Personal, Learning and Thinking Skills (PLTS):  
 Creative thinkers  
 Reflective learners  
 Team workers 
 Effective participants 
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Week 
 

Learning objectives 
 

Suggested lesson tasks/activity ideas 
 

Differentiation/ Personalised 
Learning/Assessment Tools 

1 
 

 
 
 

Attacking/Outwitting an opponent.  

To be able to perform passing, receiving, 
dribbling, shooting techniques to outwit 
opposition.  To be able to perform a combination 
of these skills in a small sided game with 
success.  

Warm up – set up zig zag lines with cones Pupils to follow the pattern 
by jogging, side stepping, moving backwards and sprinting - Use 
dynamic stretches too. Handling warm up. 1 ball each, pupils must 
score as many baskets as possible in 1 minute. Cannot score in same 
basket twice in a row. 3’s – 2 vs 1 – check ball and then outwit 
opponents. Progress to competitive small sided games (3 vs 3) 

Adapt warm up to suit fitness and 
ability of group. Mid-lesson plenaries 
check – Recap technical points when 
passing, receiving and shooting? 
What decisions are you forced to 
make when in a 2 vs 1 situation? 

2 
 

 
 

Develop shooting – lay up 

To perform and accurately replicate a range of 
lay-up variations under limited pressure. To 
understand the need of tactical movements to 
invade opponents half. To improve decision 
making skills about choice of shot techniques in 
different situations. 

Warm up basic skills relay. Recap lay up using lay up drill (See ‘lay up 
lines’ QR code). 4 pupils, 2 each side of basket. A drive from right 
side and B rebounds + pass to C. C drives, D rebounds. Pupils swap 
sides after each role. Progress onto left hand lay up + attempt reverse 
lay up. Progress to 1 v 1 on a basket. How can you outwit an 
opponent to get a lay up opportunity? Drive, fake, left and right hand 
side. Small sided games: 4 v 4. 

Increase or decrease speed of 
movement during warm up. Mid-
lesson plenaries check – recap 
keywords; Drive, fake, triple threat, 
reverse lay up. How might you use 
disguise to get an opportunity to lay 
up the ball?  
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Defence – Zone 

To be able to stop opponents with the use of 
zone and man to man defending skills. To be 
able to perform skills in a small sided game 
making decisions about how best to stop 
opposition. To develop knowledge basketball 
rules.  

Warm up 2 teams of 4 in a grid – Ball tag QR code. 2 vs 2- intro zone 
defense. Wait for opposition to advance to your ‘zone’. Defensive 
position – Teaching points; bend knees, low stance, quick steps. 
Develop rebounds – anticipation skills are key.  
Progress to small sided games; 3 vs 3 – play zone defense. Recap 
basic basketball rules as a group. 

Decrease/increase pace warm 
up/appropriate parings. Mid-lesson 
plenaries check – discuss ways to 
stop attackers, which ones were 
successful? Why? Is zone an easy 
way to defend? What might 
determine what strategy you use? 
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Strategies for attack/ 3 man weave 

To develop an understanding about attacking 
principles specific to basketball. To know the 
benefits of different strategies for attacking play. 
To perform and replicate a 3 man weave using 
teamwork and movement patterns.  

In 3’s – warm up with a game of 21. In 3’s, perform 3 man weave. 
Start of bass line and walk through. Progress to sprint gradually. 
Develop into 2 vs 1, once reach half way line pupil with ball places it 
down + becomes defender, 2 attackers drive at basket + finish play 
with lay ups. Small Sided Game (4 vs 4). 

Match ability of pupils for warm up. 
Mid-lesson plenaries check – 21 
game, did pupils use set shot or lay 
up? Why did you chose one over the 
other? 2 vs 1 - What information did 
you use to decide how to attack?  
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Game tactics 

To develop tactical strategies to successfully 
attack opponents basket. To understand and 
appreciate the need to use creativity when 
implementing strategies and refining ideas when 
unsuccessful. To understand and know 
advanced basketball rules.  

In small groups warm ups. 4’s play killer game. A’s shoot first B’s go 
straight after and attempt to score before to knock out A. If A scores 
first pass to C. 2 vs 2 ½ court trying to outwit opponents & develop 
methods of attack. Angled runs, positioning, post up ideas. Use 
strengths of individuals on your team + highlight weaknesses of 
opposition. Competitive Small Sided Game- 3 vs 3 games + 1 referee. 
Highlight what makes contact and 3 seconds in the key rule.  

Mid-lesson plenaries check – 
highlight why possession is vital. 
What are the rules regarding 
contact? And how many time 
infringement rules do you know? 
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Outwitting Opponents in a competitive game 
situation  

To demonstrate the ability to outwit an opponent 
in a game situation using the appropriate skills 
and techniques. To understand and develop 
knowledge of required fitness and diet required 
to sustain a good basketball performance. To 
demonstrate a sound knowledge of the rules of 
the game.  

3’s warm up – leader should conduct a pulse raiser and dynamic 
stretches. 2 vs 1 directional practice towards a target. Use of skills 
learnt and highlight timing of decision making on the court. Progress 
to 4 vs 4 competitive game During the game encourage players to 
provide information to each other and use man to man or zone 
defense. Discuss the type of info you may give (defenders positioning, 
movement or run to become free)  
 

Groups to be made up according to 
ability/fitness level. Mid-lesson 
plenaries check – How might spatial 
awareness be used in a game? 
Identify variations in passes–Discuss 
use throughout. Name 3 to 4 rules 
needed to run a successful game? 

 


